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Series - Manifestation of Aurora - Part XIII

Within the context of Casa Redención, located in the area of Redención 1, there are to be found the
so-called points of healing, a spiritual term that refers to the congruence of elevated vortices of
universal energy where spiritual impulses for the spiritual healing of souls are received.

These spaces, represented on the physical plane by small huts, for this new cycle of healing in
Aurora, need to finish being built according to the architectural project made some years ago.

A walkway amidst nature will unite the spaces that exist between the so-called points of healing;
this means that the finishing and completion of each point of healing will allow the task of healing
in Aurora to continue in spite of the weather.

For this reason, Aurora, as a Kingdom of Healing and Redemption, must refurbish these small
points of healing which later on will be small circular rooms where those to be assisted can enter to
experience the steps of their own spiritual healing.

Up until today, and for more than ten years, Aurora has offered this important work of healing
precariously and simply; but Aurora now deserves to be built completely, with the loving
collaboration of everyone.

This finalizing of the building of the points of healing, according to the thought-out architectural
project, will allow the task of healing to become a reality on the surface and, above all, for the
processes of the healing of people to occur and be offered at any time of the year.

Up until today, the changes in the climate and the unfinished structure itself of the so-called points
of healing have not allowed an expansion of the primordial task of Aurora.

Now the time has come to also schedule this need in the near future because Aurora cannot fail to
offer healing due to a lack of vital elements for the correct development of the task.

It will be a mission of the Light Network and all of those who may wish to join, to be able to
accomplish this goal.

The finalizing of the points of healing will allow the opening of the floodgates of redemption over
this sacred soil of Aurora.

I thank you for considering My petitions!

Who blesses you,

Your Master, Christ Jesus


